Viewing Turnitin Similarity Reports & Leaving Feedback

Turnitin is an external tool integrated into D2L to allow instructors to check the originality, add comments, and evaluate students’ written work. If you need to set up your Assignment folder and select your preferred Turnitin settings, check out our Enable Turnitin guide.
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Accessing Similarity Reports

1. From within the D2L **Assignments** tool, click on the **name** of the Assignment you’d like to review.

2. The folder submissions page displays student submissions, Turnitin Similarity percentage, Turnitin Grademark, and Submission Date. To view submitted document within the D2L viewer, click on the name of the submitted document. To **view the Turnitin Similarity report**, click on the **colored percentage icon**.

3. The **Turnitin Feedback Studio** interface will open in a new window/tab. Using this interface, you can see details of the similarity report, create comments, and evaluate the submission.
Navigating Feedback Studio

Feedback Studio has several features/layers:

- **Grade**: Enter the numeric grade for the submission. This grade will transfer into the D2L Assignment evaluation box and Gradebook if the Assignment is associated to a grade item in Gradebook.
- **Navigation Arrows**: Use these arrows to move between student submissions. Submissions are ordered by date they were submitted. Use the dropdown option to the right of the paper count to select specific student submissions to view.
- **Layers**: Layers allow you to view more than one service at the same time. With layers, you can view the similarity report and add comments at the same time. Layers can be toggled on and off using either the toolbar or the Active Layers side panel.
- **Online Grading**: Use QuickMarks and comments to give feedback to students and create a rubric to be used to evaluate the submission.
- **Similarity Report**: View the similarity matches, similar sources, and statistics. Refer to the Similarity Report section for more details.
- **Thumbnail Bar**: This side bar gives you quick overview of the paper you are currently grading. To access or hide the thumbnail bar, click the black tab in the upper left-hand corner of the screen.
- **Submitted Document**: In the main part of the screen, you can view the submitted document.
Grading and Commenting Tools

Feedback Studio offers a variety of customizable grading and commenting tools to assist with feedback.

a. **QuickMarks**: Create a library of feedback that might be applicable on multiple occasions, to multiple students, across multiple classes and assignments. Clicking on the **QuickMarks icon** gets you to **Commonly Used** marks. Clicking on the **gear icon** takes you to the **Manage QuickMarks** options.

![QuickMarks interface]

Here, you are able to **Create a New [Quick]Marks** set of your own and save it.
b. Feedback Summary: Provide overall feedback on the submission by leaving a voice or text comment for the student to review. Voice Comments are limited to 3 minutes. (Note: As there is currently no option to transcribe voice comments, leave a text comment for any student who would usually need transcripts or captioning.)

![Feedback Summary](image)

There is no text comment for this paper. Click here to leave a text comment.

c. Rubric: Feedback Studio offers rubrics within the grading service. Rubrics can be created with in Turnitin’s Feedback Studio to help evaluate student work based on defined criteria and scales. Note: This rubric tool is not associated to the rubric tool in D2L.
In-Context Commenting Tool

The in-context commenting tool allows you to choose from all the different commenting types Turnitin offers. **Click anywhere** on the student’s submitted document to reveal the in-context commenting tool. Then, select the relevant icon to leave a comment directly on the page.

- **QuickMarks**: This is another quick way to add feedback from your QuickMarks library.

- **Bubble Comments**: These comments can be created in two ways. You can leave a bubble comment by clicking directly on the page where you would like the comment to appear or by selecting a portion of text.
  - Alternatively, select a section of text, then select the speech bubble icon. This will connect the bubble comment to the selected text.
  - With bubble comments, you can add text, hyperlinks, and apply simple formatting to your comments.

- **Inline Comments**: Leave a text comment directly on top of your student’s work. To insert an inline comment, click on the page where you would like the comment to be and select the T icon. As you type, the comment will automatically be saved.
  - You can move a comment by clicking and dragging it to where you would like to place it.
  - To delete an inline comment, with your mouse hover over the comment and then click on the trash can icon that will appear above the comment.
  - **Strikethrough Text**: After selecting a section of text, you will have the option to strike through the text. Choose the S icon to strike through.
When an Assignment has Turnitin enabled, a **Similarity Report** will be generated for that submission. The Similarity Report is the result of a comparison between a student’s submitted document against billions of pages of active and archived internet information, a repository of works previously submitted to Turnitin, and a repository of tens of thousands of periodicals, journals, and publications. The similarity score is a percentage of a submitted document’s content that matches to Turnitin’s databases; it is **not** an assessment of whether the paper includes plagiarized material.

**a. Match Overview:** Gives a breakdown of all the matches that have been found in the submitted document, ordered by highest similarity match to lowest. With this tool you can view the matched source to the student’s submitted document. Matching texts are highlighted within the student’s document and is matched to the source via color and number.
b. **View Sources:** In the **All Sources** side panel, all the sources that have been found are sorted from highest percentage match. Each will also be highlighted in the submission text. Clicking on any source will reveal the number of times a particular source has been matched in the document. Clicking on the **Exclude Sources** button allows you to select which sources to exclude.

   ![Exclude Sources Button]

   Once you’ve made your selection(s), click the **Exclude** button.

   ![Exclude Sources Dialog]
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   Recalculate originality score
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   c. **Filters and Settings:** You can choose to exclude quotes, bibliographies, and small matches from the similarity reports. These settings can be adjusted in the **Filters and Settings** button on the tool bar and side panel.

   ![Filters and Settings Dialog]
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   ![Multi-Color Highlighting Checkbox]

   After adjusting the filters and settings, click the **Apply** button. Then, click the **New Report** button to generate a new report using the filters you selected.

   ![Apply Changes Button]
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   d. **View Excluded Sources:** when viewing the source matches under the **Match Overview**, you can choose to exclude specific sources from the similarity report. To view the sources you have excluded from the report, click on the red **exclude** icon form the similarity toolbar. You may **Restore** sources as needed.
Publish Grades Feedback to Students

1. Enter the earned score into the grading box at the top of the window. After a score has been entered into this box, it is automatically saved for this submission.

2. The score entered in Feedback Studio window will be transferred into D2L. You will need to publish this score for it to be seen by the student and be sent to the Gradebook within D2L. To view and publish the grade and feedback, first go to Assignments, and click on the New submissions link beside the applicable assignment.
3. This takes you to the **Evaluate Submission** window. The score will appear in the Turnitin Grademark area. Click on the **Use This Score** link.

![Evaluate Submission Window](image)

4. After the score has been shared to this score box on the right side of the screen, click the **Update** button to publish the score and Turnitin feedback to the student. (You have the opportunity to add additional feedback directly in D2L, too.)

5. Going back to the **Submissions** page, you will now notice that the student’s submission now lists **Published**, with the date and time it was published. You can click on the Published link, you can view the score and feedback you have submitted.

![Published Submission](image)

6. After a student has viewed the grade and feedback, you will notice a new notification will appear under the Published date. This **Feedback Read** information tells you the date and time your student reviewed the grade and feedback.
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